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Rail Transport: The Delivering
Force of your Freight
By Rowan G.
Despite being overlooked by the average person,
freight transportation has continued to be hugely important to
a functioning modern society. Shipping billions of tons per
year, the rail industry makes up a large portion of the U.S.
transportation infrastructure. If it weren’t for trains, it would
be much harder to get your stuff delivered to you on time.
But why railroads? Trains have the opportunity to
transport large amounts of goods across land, being able to
carry much more than trucks and other vehicles. As they are
more fuel efficient, trains are able to carry more goods while
reducing the operating costs to manage such a vehicle. In
addition, the existence of trains prevents roads from being
clogged by large transport vehicles, preventing traffic jams
and road accidents that would otherwise occur.
Due to these factors, rail transport has grown into a
multi-billion dollar industry, with large companies such as
CSX and Union Pacific becoming railroad powerhouses.
According to the Department of Transportation, the
American rail industry employs hundreds of thousands of
people, and has become a juggernaut that has moved more
freight than any other rail network worldwide.
However, changing times mean that railroads must
adapt to the future, much like any other industry. As the
population of the world increases, a heavier workload will be
carried on the shoulders of the US transportation system,
which will cause problems if the railways and roads are not
overhauled to deal with these problems. In addition, urban
areas will grow larger and more dense, requiring renovations
of the roads and railways we have relied on. Therefore, it is
important that we understand the importance of our
infrastructure network, and how complex supply chains
affect our everyday lives.

The History of Netflix
by Tristan M.
Today, Netflix is the biggest streaming
service (which you use to watch movies and TV
shows on the internet) in the world, and one of the
biggest companies in the world. But Netflix wasn’t
always the streaming service that it is today. It
started off as a mail-in service that sold a new home
video format that slowly started to take off and
become huge. How did Netflix become big? Let’s
find out!
Netflix was started in 1997 by two
entrepreneurs, Marc Randolph and Reed Hastings.
At the time, the service sold DVDs, which was a
home media format that was just starting out at the
time. Netflix started off slowly, just like DVDs did,
but overtime, just like DVDs, Netflix really started
to take off, and in 2000, three years after they
started, Netflix introduced their subscription based
model that they still use today. In 2007, Netflix
introduced the streaming service that they are best
known for. They have changed a lot in those years!
Netflix may have changed their main
priorities over the years, but their subscription based
model is still priority number one, with at least 52
percent of all households having a Netflix
subscription today. Their DVD service is still
available to consumers, which comes free with their
streaming packages. And with billions of dollars
from their streaming packages and subscribers,
Netflix’s dominance as the number one streaming
service won’t slow down anytime soon, even with
big competitors like Disney+, Hulu, and HBO Max.
They will keep on going for decades to come!

Roblox: Original vs. Today
By Rowan G.
If you ask someone about video games, then they
will likely tell you about Roblox. However, you may not
have known that Roblox has just turned 15 years old!
Originally released in September 2006, the
game/world-creation platform has changed heavily since
its inception to become the billion-dollar juggernaut of
the online game market that it is now.
Comparing the current Roblox with the version
shipped in its initial release, you will quickly realize that
the two are extremely different from one another. The
first version of Roblox had a much different graphical
style that resembled a Lego game, and additionally
lacked modern features we take for granted such as
avatar customization, tool, and weapon models. Even
basic animations did not exist, making it a janky and
primitive mess compared to its contemporary iteration.
Furthermore, the tools and mechanics you could
use to create games acted much differently. In earlier
versions of Roblox, the “Studio,” (Roblox’s map creation
tool) had less intuitive controls and features, making it
harder to create games and landscapes. Important parts
and features such as GUI screens and wedges didn’t
exist, limiting the types of games you could create.
If Roblox had stayed in its original form, the
platform would likely have never reached the place
where it is now. However, the platform managed to
change and adapt, letting itself adopt new features in the
process. Therefore, it is a reminder that in order to be
successful, you must change and improve upon your
formulas.

Odds to Win the Super Bowl
By Callahan R.
It’s that time of year again, football season is back. The teams will be competing for the 2022 Super Bowl
Championship. The big game will be played in Inglewood, California on February 6, 2022. If the game is sold out,
(which it probably will be) the stadium will hold 70,000 fans. The halftime performer has yet to be announced, but
Canadian rapper and musician Drake has suggested that he might be the performer. Las Vegas has officially put out
the odds of what team is most likely to win the big game.
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Kansas City Chiefs: +450
Tampa Bay Buccaneers: +650
Buffalo Bills: +1000
Baltimore Ravens: +1200
Green Bay Packers: +1200
San Francisco 49ers: +1200
Los Angeles Rams: +1300
Cleveland Browns: +1500
Tennessee Titans: +2000
Seattle Seahawks: +2000
Pittsburgh Steelers: +3000
Dallas Cowboys: +3000
Miami Dolphins: +3000
Denver Broncos: +3000
Indianapolis Colts: +3000
New Orleans Saints: +3000
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New England Patriots: +3000
Los Angeles Chargers: +3000
Minnesota Vikings: +4000
Arizona Cardinals: +4000
Atlanta Falcons: +5000
Chicago Bears: +5000
Washington Football team: +5000
Las Vegas Raiders: +6000
Carolina Panthers: +6000
New York Giants: +7000
Philadelphia Eagles: +7000
Jacksonville Jaguars: +8000
New York Jets: +9000
Cincinnati Bengals: +10000
Detroit Lions: +10000
Houston Texans: +20000

My Thoughts
There are a few surprises in this odds list, but I think it is well put together. Quite obviously, the Chiefs and
the Bucs are at the top of the list, and Houston and the Jets are at the bottom. I am going to list some of my surprise
teams and this piece of the article is just my opinion, so take it with a grain of salt, although I follow the sport
closely.
My first thought about this list is that the Titans should be higher. I think they made some great moves in the
offseason acquiring Julio Jones, Josh Reynolds and other players to add a lot of depth to this Titans team. They also
have the best running back in the league, Derrick Henry.
Another surprise is that the Ravens are as high as they are on this list. The Ravens have struggled as of late
in the playoffs, and I think they have the potential to go far in the playoffs. However I don’t think that this is their
time. I think that their biggest weakness is getting pressure on the quarterback, especially from the edge. Their
offense is one of the best in the league, but their defense tends to struggle.
I think a team that might surprise us this year is the Cleveland Browns. They have a great and very
underrated offense with one of the best backfields in the NFL. I think that there will be one weakness, and that is a
shortage of DB’s.
The San Francisco 49ers are high in my opinion, even if they have a high ceiling in the future. I think their
whole team is going to hinge on who the starting quarterback is. They drafted a stud in Trey Lance and have a
veteran who has proven success with the team. I think their biggest weakness is going to be depth at the WR
position.
The final team that I feel is worth mentioning is the New York Giants. I think they made some great moves
in the offseason and are a VERY underrated team. I think they definitely can make the playoffs, and they always
find a way to surprise everyone and go far. I think their one weakness will be whether Daniel Jones has a good
season or bad. The Giants have given him a lot of great targets, it is just a matter of him making the right reads and
throws.

Fantasy Football Sleepers
By Callahan R.
Fantasy Football is a long standing tradition for football fans who want to do more than support their favorite
team. For those who don’t know, Fantasy Football is a computer game in which you draft players to try and form the
best team. You will try and beat friends and family who also have drafted a team. The winner is who has the most
points at the end of each week’s Monday Night Football games. Points are measured as ten yards per point, but it gets
more complicated, so that is a quick explanation. There are leagues that have 12-14 people, so you need to find
players who most people won’t draft. That is why I am making this article, to help you out with the process.

Najee Harris
I think he is the best sleeper on this list, just
because he has a super high ceiling and could
end up being a top 10 running back by the
end of the year. Even though he might not be
your main back, Najee could get a significant
amount of carries. Najee’s running style
reminds me a lot of Le’Veon Bell. Some
people are worried that he might get injured
often, but this is why I think he is a good
pick for a backup running back. The one
thing that would hold him back is his
offensive line making his job easier.

Tua Tagovailoa
I think Tua is going to have a huge breakout
season this year with the Dolphins. His first
year was a little disappointing, but in my
opinion, he could come back with a great
season this year. I believe one of the reasons
he struggled last season was the injury which
he sustained his last year in college. He has a
whole arsenal of weapons to pass to, but the
thing that plagued him last year was his
completion rating. He did a great job of not
throwing too many interceptions; he just
needs to find the open receivers.

Jameis Winston
Now that Jameis Winston is named starter, he
could do great for the Saints. He will be a
much bigger risk to take then Najee, but with
the Saints WR core, he could do great. The
biggest game changer when picking him is
how many interceptions you think he might
throw. As long as he makes the right
decisions, then he could be a good second
quarterback.

Brandon Cooks
The Texans will have to rely on Cooks
heavily due to the trade of Will Fuller. He
racked up just over 1,000 yard last season but
he will have a much bigger load this year so
he could greatly improve on last season. The
one fall back of how well we might play will
depend on the performance of the starting
QB Tyrod Taylor.

Jonnu Smith
As long he is healthy, he is going to be a
great sleeper tight end. With the shoulder
injury Hunter Henry is dealing with, I think
he might be a better pick. I think with his
great hands, he can take a small pass and turn
it into a larger gain. He will also probably be
the starting TE for the Pats this year which
means more targets.

Denver Broncos Defense
The pair of Von Miller and Bradley Chubb
could carry this defense to stardom. They
both missed the 2020 season (Von due to
injury and Chubb due to free agency) and are
due for a big comeback season. Von Miller,
when healthy, could get just under 13 sacks.
Bradley Chubb could do just as well with 7.5
sacks. They would be a great fit for a starting
defense if your primary defense is on a bye.

What does it take to make
an animated film?
By Tristan M.

Making an animated film is a very long and expensive process. It takes at least four years to make a typical
animated film, and the studio spends a lot of money(at least $150-$200 million) just to make the film. So, how much
does it take to make an animated film? And how hard is the process to make it through? Let’s find out!
Every animated film starts with a story. The writer starts by writing the film’s script, which changes as
production goes on. The directors, the writer, the head of the story team, and a group of story artists spend most of
the first three years of production trying to crack the story. The story goes through many different drafts until it ends
up being in a form that everyone is happy with. Some studios (such as Walt Disney Animation Studios and Pixar)
even use brain/story trusts to help out with the story, where the studio’s best directors and story artists take notes and
help the film team out to get the story right.
While the directors and the story team try to get the story down, the production designer, the art directors, the
lead character designers, and a team of concept artists make all the artwork for the film and come up with the film’s
look. On top of that, the art directors and production designer also work on the film’s color script, which shows the
film’s plot structure with artwork. After these three years of pre-production are finished, official production begins.
The first big step in production is recording the voices. The cast in animated films is usually a combination of big
name A-list celebrities and professional voice actors, and recording their voices is a big step in production. After all
the voices are recorded, the animation process begins. But first, the layout team is involved. A team of layout artists
set up how the scene is going to play out, where the camera is set up, and how the characters are going to move.
Then, the animation process begins.
A team of animators, usually at least 60 to 70, animate the characters that populate the film, with each major
character getting their own supervising animator, who not only animates shots of that character, but also helps the
other animators out. After the animation process is finished, the animation is sent to the lighting team, who set the
light and tone for the scene and finalizes the shots. At last, the post production process for the animated film begins.
The voices and the animation are all added in together, and then a score is composed by a huge orchestra.
Afterwards, the editor puts the animation, voices, sounds, and score altogether, and finally, the film is completed. It
ends up being the exact same film you get to see in the theater. That’s how huge the process for making an animated
film is!

An animator working on a shot for a Disney animated film.

Top 5 Things to do in
Minecraft

Top 5 Reasons why
Arial is a Good Font

By Rowan G.

By Rowan G.

Like many other people, I have been a fan of the
best-selling game known as Minecraft. With its large variety
of things to do and places to explore, it can sometimes be
overwhelming to figure out what to do next. Therefore, I
have decided to compile a list of 5 things you should do in
Minecraft.
Firstly, every Minecraft player should build a fort.
With proper maintenance, a fort can be used as a potent
base shielded from the dangers of the outside world,
containing the necessary amenities for surviving even the
hardest of times. It is important to note that constructing the
fort can be annoying, but in my opinion, the journey to
construct it gives you a new goal that you can strive to
achieve.
Secondly, any veteran player should attempt a
journey to the far reaches of their world. With its total width
being larger than that of the planet Neptune, there may be
many surprising things lurking in the regions you have yet
to explore.
Thirdly, I believe that creating an artificial biome
can be fun. Want to bring paradise to you? Just bring over
some grass blocks. Want to build a volcano? Rely on your
good old lava bucket to do the trick.
Next, challenging yourself to play on Hardcore
Mode can be exciting. In Hardcore Mode, your character
only has one life, and if you die, you die forever. With the
threat of having your world permanently lost always
looming, Hardcore Mode can be an energizing experience.
Finally, installing mods can give your Minecraft
world a refreshing touch. Mods can add new features to the
game, such as new monsters and items, and can change the
game in various ways. If you truly want to have a new and
fun experience, installing a mod is your best bet.

1.

Arial is very simple. Unlike Times New
Roman, Arial is simple and plain, meaning it
can be used in a variety of situations.
Arial is easy to read. The letters are clear and
it is easily viewable, making it a good choice
for any font.
Arial is casual. In my opinion, Times New
Roman can feel old and snobby, and can feel
overly formal. In contrast, Arial is good for
pretty much anything.
On the other hand, Arial isn’t too informal
either. Arial is much better to use than a font
like Comic Sans, which is infamous for
being overused by teachers. Arial is a good
compromise between both sides.
Ms Blakemore hates Arial. Therefore, you
should automatically use it.
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Five things we are excited
about for Fall!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pumpkin flavored foods
Sweater Weather
Thanksgiving feast
Time for firepits
Football is back
Cooler weather
Ugg boots
New school supplies
End of the quarter
Pumpkin patches

Joe’s Cakes

Top 10 NFL Uniforms

By Tristan M.

By Callahan R.

Big Joe loved his cakes.

1. Falcons (Alternate)
2. Vikings (Home)
3. Seahawks (Home or Color Rush)
4. Rams (Color Rush)
5. Chargers (Color Rush)
6. Dallas (Alternate)
7. Bengals (Color Rush)
8. Steelers (Home)
9. Raiders (Color Rush)
10. Colts (White)

He ate them alongside his rakes.
But the one time he found a rake,
He knew that it was fake!
He took a big bite of the fake rake,
And it tasted like some great cake.

Jumble
Unscramble the following words. Then, unscramble the circled letters in order to find the answer to
the riddle.

How do you fix a pumpkin?
tjeakc __ __ __ __ __ __
pamel __ __ __ __ __
isprc __ __ __ __ _
thavers __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Use a
ynucchr __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __!

epi __ __ __

Hugs:) & Hits:(
🙂 Seeing our friends.
🙂 Getting to meet new people
🙂 Eating lunch
🙂 Free lunch
🙂 Times New Roman

🙁 Getting up early.
🙁 Catching the bus.
🙁 Long classes
🙁 Cafeteria food
🙁 Arial

Back To School Word Search
Advanced
Algebra
Apple
Binder
Biology
Bus
Chair
Chalkboard
Chemistry
Credits
Desk
Diploma
English
Globe
History
Homework
Lunchbox
Math
Paper
Pencil
Principal
Ruler
Students
Whiteboard
Yearbook

